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Abstract: This paper presents a plant root behavior-based approach to defining the control
architecture of a plant-root-inspired robot, which is composed of three root-agents for nutrient
uptake and one shoot-agent for nutrient redistribution. By taking inspiration and extracting key
principles from the uptake of nutrient, movements and communication strategies adopted by plant
roots, we developed an uptake–kinetics feedback control for the robotic roots. Exploiting the proposed
control, each root is able to regulate the growth direction, towards the nutrients that are most needed,
and to adjust nutrient uptake, by decreasing the absorption rate of the most plentiful one. Results from
computer simulations and implementation of the proposed control on the robotic platform, Plantoid,
demonstrate an emergent swarming behavior aimed at optimizing the internal equilibrium among
nutrients through the self-organization of the roots. Plant wellness is improved by dynamically
adjusting nutrients priorities only according to local information without the need of a centralized
unit delegated for wellness monitoring and task allocation among the agents. Thus, the root-agents
can ideally and autonomously grow at the best speed, exploiting nutrient distribution and improving
performance, in terms of exploration capabilities and exploitation of resources, with respect to the
tropism-inspired control previously proposed by the same authors.
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1. Introduction

A decentralized control system is a system in which the components act on the basis of local
information when accomplishing global tasks. In such systems, the collaborative behavior emerges
from independent local decisions without the need for centralized processing [1]. This definition is
intrinsically linked to the idea of self-organization. Many natural systems have been studied in terms
of their ability to perform complex tasks without a centralized control but due to simple rules followed
by many distributed agents with communication capabilities [2]. Well-known examples include ant
colonies that are able to accomplish foraging tasks by following pheromone trails [3], or honeybees
that indicate the direction of the nectar source by dancing [4]. However, systems that also have no
nervous system are considered, such as bacteria that organize themselves in order to maximize nutrient
availability [5].

The analysis of these behaviors has inspired routing algorithms [6], load balance problem
solutions [7], ant colony optimization [8] or particle swarm optimization [9] algorithms. This approach
typically provides a scalable and robust solution to large-scale complex problems. It has also opened
the door to a relatively new discipline, called swarm robotics, which applies swarm intelligence
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principles to robotics [10]. Collaborative exploration specifically in unstructured environments such as
disasters or dangerous areas is a particularly important application of this discipline.

Like animals, plants also need to explore the environment for foraging purposes. They actively
interact with the environment perceiving, for instance, the presence of obstacles and adjusting
their growth when mechanically stimulated [11,12]. Moreover, they need to optimize their energy
due to the uncertainty of nutrient availability. Specifically, production, mobilization and allocation
among the tissues of photosynthesis products (e.g., carbon and sugars), that regulate plant growth
and development, are highly affected by sugar and hormone signals in response to environmental
cues [13–15]; in addition, nutrient uptake and usage are regulated according to the availability of the
nutrient [16]. However, unlike animals, plant locomotion is irreversible, since it takes place through
organ growth, which suggests that plants should focus more on decision-making activities compared
to animals.

Plants have been already taken as source of inspiration in engineering [17–19], and they have
been also explored for optimization algorithms [20]. Macro-rules for the design of metaheuristics have
been extracted for instance from pollination processes [21], the colonization of invasive weeds [22] or
strawberry plant propagation strategies [23]. Plant roots have also been considered, in particular, their
distribution in searching for optimal soil, water, and fertilizer conditions. Specifically, Qi et al. [24]
proposed the Root Mass Optimization Algorithm (RMO) where the search for optimality is driven
by operators inspired by the concepts of growth and branching, and the search evolves through
generations of roots, as with a classical genetic algorithm. Roots, which represent different initialization
points in the search domain, can grow in conditions of optimal soil impedance, water, and fertilization.
This optimal condition is monitored by a fitness function. In addition, roots can decide to generate
a branch with a random probability in a random position; each root is then evaluated and the best
are selected for the next generation. Similarly, Zhang et al. [25] proposed the Root Growth Algorithm
(RGA) based on root branching and root hair growth operators. In this case, the length and distance of
hairs and roots are also important in obtaining wider spatial distribution and increasing the diversity
of fitness values.

However, to our knowledge, in the robotic community, plants have not yet been explored as
swarm intelligent systems, while at the same time extensively analyzing plant root behavior.

In the field of robotics, in a previous paper, we analyzed plant root behavior for the
implementation of a plant-inspired control [26]. The previous control was inspired by the tropic
responses of plant roots, e.g., attraction to water, attraction to gravity, attraction to an optimal
defined temperature, repulsion to obstacles. From the observation of tropisms, we developed a
stimulus-oriented control. The direction of growth or bending was defined by combining the
preferential direction obtained for each stimulus. Each stimulus had a fixed priority to amplify
the attraction or repulsion towards or away from that stimulus, and, by vectorization, we defined the
preferred direction of growth or bending. However, at this stage, the chemical signals were neglected
with a consequent disregard of the nutrient uptake mechanism and the regulation of internal needs.
The robotic roots operated independently on the basis of local perception, without an internal memory
and with no inter-agent communication.

This paper presents a plant root behavior-based approach for defining the control architecture
of a plant-root-inspired robot. Specifically, we looked at the movements, communication channels
and uptake mechanism used by plant roots to explore and exploit the environment for the entire
plant survival. We demonstrate that taking inspiration from plants can lead to the extraction of
new technologies and control principles that are relevant in robotics as well as in other fields (e.g.,
optimization problems, traffic management, marketing strategies, etc.), in the same way as ethology
did. At the same time, this approach can improve the knowledge on plant behavior by extending the
analysis of internal processes.

In this work, we aim to verify the hypothesis that plant roots can be considered as simple agents
working as a swarm in order to ensure plant survival, although still acting independently on the
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basis of local information and perception. With respect to our previous plant-inspired control [26],
in this paper, we introduce local memory, inter-agent communication and the dynamic evolution of
nutrient priorities.

Section 2 provides an extensive explanation of the biological aspects characterizing plant root
behavior from which the main properties for control are extracted (Section 2.1) and from which the
plant wellness problem is formalized (Section 2.2). These features are then implemented as a control
strategy for a robotic platform, the Plantoid [26], which mimics the key movements of plant roots, i.e.,
directional bending of the apical part of the root. The robotic system and the simulated environment
used for validation are briefly introduced in Section 2.3, followed by a detailed presentation of
the implemented control (Section 2.4) and the experiments performed to validate the hypothesis
(Section 2.5). Results of simulations and of the experiment performed on the robot are presented in
Section 3, and discussed in Section 4.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Clues from Plants

2.1.1. Uptake–Kinetics

As plants are sessile organisms, they have to develop a series of strategies for survival. The ability
to adapt morphological and physiological properties to environmental stimuli is called plasticity and
has enabled plants to explore and exploit the environment [27]. The role of roots is to supply nutrients
to the whole plant. In order to maximize the probability of success, they have developed several
strategies for nutrient exploitation, e.g., increase in root hairs, growth of lateral roots in patches of soil
that is nutrient rich (morphological plasticity) or increasing the nutrient uptake rate (physiological
plasticity) in conditions of nutrient deficiency [28].

In soil, nutrients are not always present and distributed in such a way to satisfy the requirements
of plants for optimal growth [29]; indeed, plant growth is limited by their availability, quantity,
and ratio [30]. Ion charges in plants also need to maintain a balance for the correct evolution of processes
such as protein synthesis or ion transportation through the membranes. Experiments evaluating the
interaction among ions show in fact that the uptake of Na+ and K+ changes according to the presence
of calcium in the medium or processes such as the synthesis of organic acids are altered by excessive
cation or anion uptake [31]. These observations suggest that the internal concentrations of nutrients in
plants need to maintain an equilibrium to prevent process alterations. Various characteristic indices
and requirements among macronutrients have also been established [32].

There is thus the first fundamental property of plant behavior:

Property 1: Plant growth is driven more by maintaining a balance of the internal nutrient concentrations
rather than by collecting the closest and most available nutrient in the soil.

The consequence of Property 1 is the selectivity of ion uptake. Uptake rates have been analyzed
in both lower and higher plants by comparing the accumulation of nutrients in roots with the
concentration remaining in the external solution. Results have shown that ratios among these two
quantities differ for each observed nutrient [31], and thus confirm the selective characteristic of nutrient
absorption by plants.

Nutrient uptake is known to work as a function of the nutrient concentration in soil (at least
up to a limiting threshold) with the saturation kinetics mechanism, which is described by the
Michaelis–Menten equation [33], and defines the uptake rate, or absorption velocity, as:

I =
Imax×C
Km + C

. (1)
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In Equation (1), Imax identifies the capacity factor, maximal rate of absorption, which is approached
asymptotically when the ion concentration in the medium increases. Km represents the concentration
with half of the maximal rate of absorption and C is the concentration perceived. It has been shown
that the parameters of the uptake–kinetics (Imax and Km) are strongly influenced by the internal
concentration status of the plant. For instance, in both Zea mays (corn) and soybean, it has been shown
that with an increasing concentration of phosphorus in plants, both parameters decrease linearly (Imax

more rapidly than Km) [34]. The same behavior has been observed in barley roots when the internal
nitrate availability increases [35]. This adjustment of Imax and Km suggests a second property:

Property 2: A feedback control modifies the uptake rate of a nutrient according to its internal state
in plants.

2.1.2. Tropisms

Another kind of plasticity shown by plants is the directional response to environmental stimuli,
which can be attractive or repulsive (tropism); for instance, gravity is an attractive stimulus in roots,
inducing them to bend towards the gravity vector (gravitropism). With thermotropism, temperature
has been shown to be attractive (repulsive) when a low (high) threshold temperature is reached [36].
And directed responses towards increasing concentrations of moisture with hydrotropism [37],
or towards attractive chemicals in chemotropism [38] (or away from negative chemicals [39]) have also
been observed. These and many other tropisms (thigmotropism, phototropism, magnetotropism, etc.)
interact with each other, thus leading to a unified directional response [40]. For instance, the interaction
between gravitropism and mechanical stimulation has been analyzed observing a modulation of the
response to gravity under mechanical stress [41]; analogously, the interaction among gravitropism and
hydrotropism showed a reduced response to gravity in the presence of moister gradients [42].

The above observations can be summarized in three main properties of plant root behavior:

Property 3: Roots show directional responses towards or away from a stimulus;
Property 4: The directional response is probably induced by the perception of a gradient;
Property 5: Tropic responses are combined to obtain a single directional response.

2.1.3. Plant Intra-Communication and Local Storage

The sharing of minerals and other substances between roots and shoot is possible in plants thanks
to the internal vascular system, which is composed of two channels, called the xylem and phloem
(Figure 1). The xylem is the central vessel that runs along the whole structure and represents a direct
omnidirectional connection from roots to shoot. Here, water and nutrients are transported by bulk flow,
exploiting water pressure, to the aerial parts of the plants. On the other hand, the phloem is a slower
connection channel, with an osmotic mechanism, enabling substances to be diffused from source to
sink. In this channel, elements move from an area with a high concentration (source) to an area with a
lower concentration (sink). In fact, the direction of transport is defined by the nutritional requirements
of the different plant organs or tissues, ensuring nutrient cycling and a fair redistribution between
shoot and roots. It can thus be considered as an important communication channel of the internal
nutritional status [31], e.g., if a required nutrient is not delivered to the sink, it is highly probable that
that nutrient is not available.
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Figure 1. The plant system. On the left, the biological model showing communication channels: the red
arrow represents the monodirectional communication from root to shoot (xylem), while the blue arrow
is the bidirectional communication along the whole system; on the root module, a schematic of ions
uptake is presented with case (I) of internalization, case (II) of immediate sending to the shoot and
case (III) storage in vacuole. On the right, there is the analogy with the plant inspired robot (Plantoid).

Once mineral nutrients in the soil reach the root surface and are absorbed by cells, they can (I) be
immediately used for local processes (e.g., protein synthesis), (II) sent to the shoot through the xylem
or (III) stored in vacuoles, which are cell components that work as pools for substances that need to be
readily provided to cell processes [43]. When the request from the shoot is high, nutrients are rapidly
pumped up (alternative II), and then redistributed towards the requesting sinks.

Plants thus also have the following three properties:

Property 6: There is a fast and direct highway where nutrients are transported immediately from roots
to shoot;
Property 7: Nutrients are distributed among requesting organs according to the strength of
their requests;
Property 8: Root tissues and cell vacuoles are local memories storing information on nutrient status.

In fact, regulation of the uptake rate has been correlated to the mineral nutrients stored in
vacuoles [44].

2.2. Plant Wellness Problem

The eight properties outlined in Section 2.1 indicate that the interest of the entire plant is to collect
nutrients, thus preserving optimal ratios in order not to compromise the correct functioning of internal
processes. To confirm this theory, the demand of nutrients in plants was found to reflect specific ratios
between nutrients (i.e., N:P and K:P both equal to 10) [45]. We can thus formalize the plant’s interest in
minimizing the imbalance (εP) among nutrients during its life (for every instant of time t):

min
{

εP
(
t
)}

, ∀t, (2)

with the imbalance defined as:

εP
(
t
)
=

J−1
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J
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∣∣∣∣∣, (3)
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where J represents the set of nutrients and K j
Ch represents the ratio between nutrient j and Ch, where Ch

is a nutrient chosen as reference among all. cj
P
(
t
)

is the concentration of nutrient j in the entire plant at
a certain instant of time (t). The concentration in the plant of a single nutrient in a certain instant of
time can then be obtained by:

cj
P
(
t
)
=
∫ t

0
(

R

∑
r=1

I j
r(t)−

R

∑
r=1

Oj
r(t))×dt, (4)

where R is the number of roots in the apparatus, I j
r(t) is the uptake of nutrient j from root r at time t

and Oj
r(t) is the consumption of nutrient j from root r at time t. In (4), for this work, only uptake

and consumption actuated by the root apparatus are considered, neglecting photosynthesis and other
transformation processes actuated in the shoot.

2.3. Robotic Architecture, Simulated Environment and Sensing

Root-inspired behavior was implemented first in a simulation and then in a robotic platform
called Plantoid, which is a plant-inspired robot with a root apparatus where the robotic roots mimic
the bending movements of plant roots thanks to the actuation of three soft springs that can elongate
differentially [26]. Each root is endowed with perception capabilities by embedding an accelerometer,
to detect gravity, three commercial temperature sensors, placed at 120◦ from each other, and customized
humidity and tactile sensors (for details on the design and sensors, see [26]).

The overall system (Figure 1) can be considered as a multi-agent system with two types of
agents: a shoot agent, grouping all aerial elements (trunk, branches and leaves), dedicated in this
implementation only to the collection and redistribution of nutrients, plus three root agents that
search for and collect nutrients. Root and shoot agents, in the following also only called roots and
shoot unless ambiguous, each have their local memory for nutrient storage with a maximal capacity
(with variable name storeCapacity) for each nutrient (Property 8). Roots have a direct communication
with the shoot in both directions to simulate the xylem channel (from roots to shoot) and phloem
channel (bidirectionality).

With the three soft spring robotic roots, it is possible to visualize the directional response by
bending the root (Supplementary Video S1). While growth is simulated on a virtual environment
created in MATLAB (R2016b, The Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA) and containing three roots where
only the skeleton is visible. The simulated environment is used to plot tip positions (the apical part is
at the beginning oriented downwards), the historical path (previous positions of the point at the back
of the tip) and to provide a chemical stimulation to the robotic tips. Roots are stimulated with gravity
and chemical stimuli. On the robot, temperature sensors are used instead of chemical sensors, thus the
gradient of a nutrient is simulated with a gradient of temperature, while the other two nutrients are
provided with the virtual environment to the robot. Consequently, chemical receptors on the simulated
roots are localized at the same positions as temperature sensors present in the robotic root. In fact,
there is a receptive site for nitrate (N), for potassium (K) and for phosphorus (P) every 120◦ along the
circumference of the tip.

The environment simulates static gradients of the three selected nutrients (Figure 2), drawn with
a Gaussian function:

G(x) = d×e
−(x−c)2

2σ2 , (5)

with σ Gaussian root mean square width, d maximal concentration and c central location of nutrient in
the soil.
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Figure 2. An example of the virtual environment. Nutrients gradients are visualized over three
separated spaces, one for each nutrient (N: nitrate, K: potassium, P: phosphorus) where the centers are,
respectively, CN = (3, 2, −4), CK = (−3, −2, −1), CP = (3, 1, −5). Roots move in the environment where
these three gradients coexist.

The proof of concept works best with a simplified system so several assumptions were made.
For instance, it is assumed that all nutrients are highly requested by the shoot to force the immediate
sending of the total amount from roots to shoot (using Property 6—alternative II in Section 2.1.3). It is
assumed that there is always enough water potential to pump ions in the xylem channel, and to always
have a constant optimal temperature in order to consider the influence of this factor to be negligible
on the uptake–kinetics parameters. In addition, only the interaction between gravity and attractive
chemicals are considered here.

The aerial part in this case only works as a gateway, collecting and redistributing the absorbed
nutrients. This means that processes such as photosynthesis and nutrient transformation are not
modeled. Consequently, energy production, redistribution, and consumption are not considered here.

Taking this simplification into account, to prevent a rapid filling of local storages, a consumption
factor was introduced to decrease the root local memory, which should be in the future related to
energy consumption. All three nutrients are decreased with an amount equal to the minimum nutrient
stored minus a constant threshold.

2.4. Uptake–Kinetics Feedback Control

At each time step, each root takes a decision independently from the other and with only the
knowledge of its internal state and environmental perception. Therefore, each robotic root is an
autonomous agent that repeatedly performs steps in the following order:

1. Update of internal state and uptake–kinetics parameters;
2. Perception of the environment;
3. Uptake of nutrients;
4. Nutrients sent to shoot;
5. Evaluation of growing direction;
6. Growth.

As the shoot is a collector and distributor of nutrients (satisfying Property 7), when it receives
all the nutrients from each agent, it sends an amount of nutrients back in proportion to the request
received from the root. In fact, together with the uptake, each root also makes a request to the shoot
for each nutrient that corresponds to the free internal memory. The request is expressed by the root as
a percentage of free memory over the storeCapacity.

The feedback control inspired by the uptake–kinetics of plant roots, called the uptake–kinetics
feedback control, is summarized in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Schematic of the uptake–kinetic feedback control. On the left, a detailed control diagram,
and on the right, the workflow of the control showing the with sequential blocks of internal macro
operations. Each root sends the quantity of each nutrient acquired from the environment to the
shoot agent that redistributes values among all root agents. Internally, each root, after updating its
memory, updates Michaelis–Menten parameters and nutrients’ priorities. On the second step, each root
senses the environment and with the concentration perceived for each nutrient and its corresponding
Michaelis–Menten parameters actuates the uptake and sends it to the shoot; with the same perception,
each root performs also the evaluation of the next direction of growth that is obtained as combination
between gravitropism and chemotropism.

At the beginning of each loop, the root updates the internal status with the nutrients received by
the shoot and then proceeds to update the uptake–kinetics parameters accordingly (Step 1). New Imax

and Km are obtained as a function of the internal quantity of each nutrient (Property 2) with a linear
transformation. Coefficients of transformation functions and fitting parameters are reported in Table 1.

Table 1. Transformation functions. Coefficients of the linear functions used to obtain the parameters
Imax and Km of the uptake rate, given the internal concentration of each nutrient. The last column
reports the points used for polynomial fitting. Considering that Michaelis–Menten parameters have
been found to preserve the same ratios of nutrient requirement (N:P and K:P equal to 10 from [45]),
points for fitting Imax and Km, for nutrient N and K, were estimated from the values known for nutrient
P at different concentration as found in the literature [34].

p1 p2 Points Used for Fitting

Transformation
function for Imax

(TF_Imax) y = p1×x + p2

N −6.992 × 10−3 3.672 × 10−6 (0, 3.672 × 10−6), (5 × 10−4, 1.76 × 10−7)
K −6.992 × 10−3 3.672 × 10−6 (0, 3.672 × 10−6), (5 × 10−4, 1.76 × 10−7)
P −6.992 × 10−3 2.125 × 10−7 (0, 3.672 × 10−7), (5 × 10−4, 1.76 × 10−8)

Transformation
function for Km

(TF_Kmax) y = p1×x + p2

N −8.4 × 10−4 61 (0, 61), (2 × 10−4, 19)
K −8.4 × 10−4 61 (0, 61), (2 × 10−4, 19)
P −8.4 × 10−4 6.1 (0, 6.1), (2 × 10−5, 1.9)

Since the variation of Imax reflects the variation in the internal state of nutrients, it can be
considered as an estimator of nutrient priorities. In fact, when the internal state of a nutrient increases,
its Imax decreases, indicating that this nutrient needs to reduce its uptake because of the increase in its
internal availability. We mapped Imax directly into a priority:

P =
1.1×Imax

2

I+max2
− 0.1, (6)

with I+max the maximum value of Imax (Table 2) obtained from the literature [34,45]. In Equation (6),
we used a quadratic function to speed-up the priority adjustment.
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Table 2. Parameters initialization. Initialization of the constants I+max and storeCapacity used in the
root agent control. Values of I+max were fixed considering ratios N:P and K:P equal to 10 as found
in the literature [34,45]. P was selected as the referential nutrient (Ch) and used for conversions and
normalizations since it is the nutrient that has the lowest absolute value of the three nutrients required
by plants.

N K P

I+max 36.72 × 10−7 µM cm−1 s−1 36.72 × 10−7 µM cm−1 s−1 36.72 × 10−8 µM cm−1 s−1

storeCapacity 0.002 µM 0.002 µM 0.0002 µM

If a nutrient is completely lacking, its priority rises to 1. On the other hand, when the internal
memory is full, or, as in our case, when it reaches a maximal filling threshold (we imposed a threshold
equal to storeCapacity/4), this nutrient is no longer needed and its priority decreases to 0. P becomes
negative when a nutrient is accumulated over the filling threshold, transforming that nutrient into a
repulsive stimulus.

For each stimulus perceived by receptor site i, the corresponding tropic response (Property 3)
is defined by the vector whose magnitude expresses the strength of attraction in that direction,
similarly to [26], but here, unlike in [26], each nutrient j is weighted with its dynamic priority (Pj)
obtained by Equation (6). In addition, while in [26], the instantaneous concentration value was
considered, now due to Property 4, the variation in concentration of nutrient j perceived in direction
i (∆j

i(t)) is taken, obtained as the difference between the current concentration at time t with the
averaged concentration among all directions at some previous time step (t− h). For each stimulus in
each direction, the strength of attraction is defined as:

ui
j(t) = Pj×∆j

i(t). (7)

Vector of attraction for chemical stimulation towards each direction i is then defined by:

→
si (t) = î×

J

∑
j=1

ui
j(t), (8)

where î represents the unit vector towards direction i. Thus, for a generic nutrient j that has a positive
priority Pj, when the concentration of nutrient j decreases (∆j

i(t) is negative), the chemotropic response
becomes repulsive towards direction i for that nutrient, while it is attractive if the concentration
increases (positive ∆j

i(t)).
The directional resulting vector, representing the final chemotropic response, is obtained by:

→
r (t) =

S

∑
i=1

→
si (t). (9)

From
→
r , the preferential direction of growth (10) and strength of attraction (11) can be extracted

for the chemical stimulation:

αch = tan−1
(

ry

rx

)
, (10)

∅ch =

∅ch

√
r2

x + r2
y ∅ch

√
r2

x + r2
y ≤ ∅ch

∅ch otherwise
. (11)

In Equation (11), ∅ch represents a maximum threshold for the bending angle that can be induced
and reached in one single time step by chemical stimulation, fixed in our implementation at 0.5◦.
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The chemotropic response now needs to be combined with gravitropism to reflect Property 5.
To find the gravitropic response, the gravity vector is retrieved (in the case of the robot, it is directly
obtained by the accelerometer) and its projection on the x–y plane of the tip is obtained to find the
direction of response (αg), as in [26]. The strength of this signal is known to respond in plant roots with
a sin law [46]:

∅g = a× sin(β− θ) + b, (12)

in which a and b are two constants, θ is the tolerance angle (which can vary from species to species)
and β is the inclination of the tip from the gravity. a, b and θ are fixed parameters (we considered
a = 15.9◦, b = 7.9◦, θ = 20◦ as in [46], where values were experimentally obtained from Arabidopsis
thaliana—arabidopsis).

The combined directional response (Property 5) can be obtained by vectorization:

→
v =

(
∅ch× cos αch +∅g× cos αg

∅ch× sin αch +∅g× sin αg

)
, (12)

α = tan−1
(

vy

vx

)
, (13)

∅ =
√

v2
x + v2

y. (14)

2.5. Experiments

In order to verify the effect of a complexification of the control by introducing a priority adjustment
and the uptake–kinetics mechanism, we simulated the evolution of three roots that share nutrients
through the shoot, and we implemented the control described above (Section 2.4), hereafter alternative
A. We then compared the simulation result with three other alternatives:

B. the same control but with a linear priority adjustment (P = Imax/I+max);
C. a control without steps 1 and 3, in fact there is no uptake mechanism nor any priority adjustment,

priorities of all chemicals are fixed at 1 (similarly to our previous stimulus-oriented control [26]);
D. the uptake mechanism is implemented but is not used for priority adjustment, also in this case

priorities are fixed at 1.

For each alternative, we monitored for each root the evolution in time of nutrients perception,
their internal memory, the uptake rate and nutrient priority. To verify if the adopted control is able to
solve the problem formalized in Equation (2), we also monitored the evolution of the internal nutrients’
ratios and the resulting imbalance for the whole plant.

Alternative A is then also tested on the robotic platform. Nutrients N and K are in this
case provided through the virtual environment, while P is provided with a halogen lamp and the
temperature sensors of the robotic roots are used for stimulus perception (Supplementary Video S1).

3. Results

As shown in Figure 4, while growing roots have a different perception of the environment from
each other, and can uptake a different number of nutrients, they end up with an identical internal state
thanks to the communication channel that facilitates a complete sharing of the resources collected.
On the basis of their local memory, they adjust the Michaelis–Menten parameters (Imax in Figure 5)
and nutrient priorities (Figure 5). The result of this priority adjustment is that nutrient ratios tend to
optimality (Figure 6).

By comparing the control alternative A (Figure 7A) with the others (B, C and D), a different
arrangement of the roots in the environment can be observed, suggesting that the use of dynamic
priorities for each stimulus can greatly affect plant root architecture. The different arrangement of
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the roots induces a subsequent different perception and different uptake of nutrients. The curves of
the nutrient imbalance highlight the trend of alternative C (Figure 7C) to completely diverge from
zero. This thus suggests that the uptake–kinetics mechanism is fundamental for solving the plant
wellness problem and the chemotropic response without the adjustment of nutrient priorities (similarly
to the stimulus-oriented control previously developed) combined with other tropic responses are
insufficient to ensure plant survival. In addition, the conversion function between Imax and priorities is
fundamental for establishing root architecture and a consequent faster or slower adjustment of nutrient
balancing. In fact, the results of alternative B (Figure 7B), where a linear function was used instead
of the quadratic function as in alternative A, show a different organization of the roots followed by a
slower adjustment of the imbalance (on average, it reached ~4.9×10−5 at the end of the simulation,
~1.8 times higher than alternative A) (Table 3). In alternative D (Figure 7D), although the priorities are
fixed (as in alternative B), there is an initial decrease in the imbalance. This is due to the variation in
Michaelis–Menten parameters, which leads to a dynamic adjustment of the instantaneous uptake of
nutrients. However, since this variation is not reflected in stimuli priorities, the root architecture is
affected, inducing a deviation in the nutrient balance from the optimal condition.
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Figure 5. Evolution of memory, nutrient priority and uptake. An example of evolution of internal
memory, Imax parameter and priority for Root 1. Case of nutrients with centers CN = (3, 2, −4),
CK = (−3, −2, −1), CP = (3, 1, −5). The three roots with alternative A result with the same internal
memory, and, consequently, they also have the same Imax and priorities evolution. In the graphs, we can
observe a face f1 where the internal availability of both N and K increases inducing a consequent
decreasing of both Imax and priority. When the internal availability starts to decrease, there is a
consequent increasing of Imax and priority (face f2).
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Figure 6. Evolution of nutrients’ ratios. The evolution of nutrients ratios (in magenta color) in the
entire plant while growing with alternative A in the case of nutrients with centers CN = (3, 2, −4),
CK = (−3, −2, −1), CP = (3, 1, −5). The solid black lines represent the optimal nutrient ratios (N:P and
K:P equal to 10 from [37]).
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Figure 7. Results of simulations. An example of simulation results after 10,000 s of growth. Roots
started from positions: Root1 (0, 2, 0), Root2 (2, 0,−2) and Root3 (0, 0, 0). In the simulated environments,
only the skeleton of the roots is visible, with the white lines depicting the region of maturity, blue lines
the tip of the root and the circles depict the circumference of the root. The three roots are presented
for alternative A: with the uptake–kinetic feedback control as presented in Section 2.5; alternative B:
with the uptake kinetic feedback control where priorities function is a linear function; alternative C:
where the control does not implement the uptake kinetic mechanism and priority adjustment; and
alternative D: where the control implements the uptake kinetic mechanism but not priority adjustment.
Each row in the figure presents from left to right: the root architecture at the end of simulation in the
environment with nitrate, in the middle, the top view of the roots in the environments with potassium
and phosphorus, and, on the right, the curves of nutrients imbalance.
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Table 3. Nutrient imbalance. Nutrient imbalance obtained at the end of simulation (~3 h of simulated
growth), for each of the control alternatives. Resulting imbalance is obtained as the averaged imbalance
over three different runs, placing the centers of nutrients at different random locations: RUN 1
CN = (3, 2, −4), CK = (−3, −2, −1), CP = (3, 1, −5); RUN 2 CN = (−3, 3, −4), CK = (−3, −2, −3),
CP = (1, 1, −5); RUN 3 CN = (1, 2, −2), CK = (4, 1, −1), CP = (2, 1, −2).

A B C D

2.66×10−5 4.93×10−5 546×10−5 5.69×10−5

Alternative A provides the best performance in terms of nutrient imbalance and was selected
as the control for the robotic platform. The supplementary video (Supplementary Video S1) shows
how each agent independently moves according to their internal state and local perception, and the
immediate response of the uptake–kinetics mechanism that, as soon as the missing nutrient (P) is
inserted in the environment, leads to a decreasing of the imbalance of nutrients in the whole plant.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

In this paper, plant roots are proposed as a source of inspiration for the design and architecture
of robotic control. The behavior analysis from the literature led to the extraction of eight
fundamental principles, which helped in the creation of a feedback control for a plant-inspired robotic
platform (Plantoid).

The proposed control, inspired by the uptake–kinetics of plant roots and by the internal
communication system of plants, was implemented in simulation and on the Plantoid, showing the
effective directionality of root growth towards attractive stimuli and a natural adjustment of the
internal nutrient balance. The control runs independently on each individual root agent and is able to
dynamically adjust nutrient priorities for that agent alone on the basis of local memory and to direct
its growth on the basis only of local and instantaneous perception.

Looking at the global architecture and internal state, roots are shown to organize themselves,
leading to a collaborative behavior among the agents aimed at improving the equilibrium of nutrients
and indeed plant wellness, thus autonomously satisfying Property 1, without the need of a centralized
unit for the control of nutrient status and of tasks’ distribution on the agents. The swarming behavior is
an emergent result of the auto-regulation adopted by the uptake–kinetics control and the redistribution
of nutrients among the agents. We have shown, in fact, that the internal imbalance never seems to
converge to optimality with a stimulus-oriented control (alternative C, lacking an uptake mechanism
and priority adjustment) compared to the proposed uptake–kinetics feedback control (imbalance with
alternative A 2.66×10−5 � 546×10−5 imbalance with alternative C after ~3 h of simulated growth).

Even though, there is not confirmation from biology on how uptake and stimuli priorities are
related, here, we have proposed the use of a quadratic function to map uptake–kinetics parameters
into nutrients’ priorities, and by comparing this choice with the alternative that uses a linear function,
we demonstrate that a priority function has an important role in defining root architecture and plant
wellness. We show that the priority adjustment, independently actuated by each root, is a powerful
instrument for the development of collaboration, without the need for a centralized unit to delegate
task allocation.

The developed control can be used in artificial root-like robots, which can move for instance
in rescue scenarios for survival detection, in unstructured environments for mapping, or in space
exploration. Wellness can be defined according to the application, for instance by adjusting ratios
among several and different stimuli, not necessarily chemical.

The work proposed here can be considered as a first milestone in plant-root inspired control,
which can also contribute to understanding plant-root behavior. In fact, the implementation of
hypothesis made on a biological model using a biomimetic platform, such as Plantoid, can help in
hypothesis validation. For instance, the specific control can be incrementally adapted to include
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additional features of plant-root behavior in order to understand their role, e.g., the influence of
temperature in Michaelis–Menten parameters and the subsequent influence on root distribution in
soil. It would also be interesting to evaluate the energy costs of the biological model and use it as a
nutrient consumption component on the control, observing how the behavior is affected. A subsequent
evaluation would be how growth velocity is affected as well as an evaluation of the behavior when not
all the absorbed nutrients are immediately sent to the shoot.

In terms of exploring the environment, it would be interesting to mimic lateral root growth not
only from an engineering point of view for the development of new technological mechanisms but
also analyzing how and where plants allocate new resources, i.e., roots, can lead to new ideas for
collaborative exploration control strategies as well as for solving optimization problems.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at www.mdpi.com/2076-3417/8/1/47/s1, Video S1:
Swarming Behavior Emerging from the Uptake–Kinetics Feedback Control in a Plant-Root-Inspired Robot.
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